Bio-Regional Community
Restoration Plan for:

Crowsnest Valley and Rocky Mountains.
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THE RESTORATION PLAN

DEFINITIONS

“Resource Extraction Syndrome:”
A condition in which corporate entities have captured the democratic process: wherein there is no pre-defined way for living
humans to defend their lives against criminal corporations:
Harvesting resources in a way that pollutes the environment so
much that it threatens the lives and livelihoods of people, plants
and animals.

INTRODUCTION - CROWSNEST RESTORATION PLAN
Summary - Strategy

- Strip Mine Project Background
Reaction - Valley History

-

Community

Summary:
The Colonial Resource Extraction States of Alberta and Canada are orchestrating an
Australian company to decapitate Grassy Mountain with a strip coal-mining
operation; selling the coal to China for steel production in China, and going back
over 20 years in Crowsnest Pass history to the coal mining days. Corporate Captured Governments across the board see an easy opportunity for 1% royalty payouts through selling our primary resources to China. The people are not impressed; and look for ways to protect our air and water from becoming uninhabitable. Many say they will move away if the mine is built.
Strategy: Implement a plan to show how to take responsibly.
Coal is a resource like the Buffalo: Taking coal is not the problem. It is taking it all
at once, making dust and leaving a mess; leaving nothing to future generations
that is the problem. To create Steel we can vent Carbon from the mountain and
dont even need to mine coal.
Before colonization took them all: We managed the infinite ocean of buffalo to
always be there for us; so too It is possible to sustainably manage our coal and
other resources so that we will always be able to make high value steel goods for
self sufficiency and international trade.
1: Keep the coal in order to produce our own High Grade Steel that is better than
steel made in China. Make more money for everyone involved.
To solve the issue of Resource Extraction Syndrome (See Definitions); we must
majorly keep the primary resource locally and consciously apply next level
techniques to produce greater value from our resources over a longer timeline.
2: Lengthen the timeline to produce greater money value and diversity to local
economy and investors portfolios over a longer time period.
Lengthening the Timeline: By slowing the rate of extraction and adjusting the
techniques to be totally restorative and regenerative for local communities:
Creating a cycle of infinite abundance in alignment with the Mother Earth and in
harmony with the elements of nature.
3: Produce a self sufficient bio-regional diversified economy and infrastructure and
community that is like Silicon -Valley that also mines our own rare earth elements
for making our own tech. so we are attempting to bring as many components of
the supply chain as possible down to the local level for producing our own vehicles, computers and other tech.
4: Minimize usage of coal through changing mining and smelting techniques and
applications. Carbon for steel smelting can be attained through coal gas from venting the in ground resource. Robots can be utilized for small scale non strip mining
that leaves behind useful legacy architecture.
5: Follow plan as outlined in PHASES (see PHASES) to balance the elements and
achieve higher dimensional frequency alignment within the earth.
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Strip Mine Project Background

.

The Kinney government has removed decades old environmental protections of the Rocky Mountain headwaters; in order to auction off our mountains to the highest international bidders.
An Australian company called Benga Mining Ltd. has plans to develop a
1,500 hectare open pit mine on top of Grassy Mountain, just north of the
town of Blairmore in The Crowsnest Pass, to produce 4.5 million tons annually of metallurgical (steel making) coal for Asian markets
As the Review panels have just ended, Kinney announces many more coal
bearing mountains are up for sale. They waited until after the review panel
to announce this so that information was not be included in the decision.
The review panels are scam operations of captured ARC(Alberta Research
Council) and NRC(National Research Council) Entities and as such have no
credibility as non biased jury to decide what is best for the greatest good.
They decide what is best for their corporate fascist government monopoly
cartel that does not encourage or allow competition through direct policy
and underhanded crony-ism: No Integrity: As such their sham review panels
have barely ever rejected a industrial resource project that makes their
crony executives money.
Current coal extraction methods are not sustainable, nor do they maximize
the potential profits of the situation: Because they are taking too much too
fast; and just taking the tip of the iceberg of coal that is actually there.
Their project only lasts 25 years. It is another highly polluting boom and
bust economy that will pollute our air and water with their archaic technology; as well as decapitate our sacred ancient mountains. 20 years after the
last coal mine shut down in the pass, selenium levels have gone down to
safe levels. That is how long it takes for the environment to recover from
open pit coal mining.
The Hudsons Bay Company became the Corporation of Canada. Since its
inception this corporate entity has operated as little more than a resource
extraction state for the global elite: At the expense of the indigenous and
Canadas own slave populations who never knew any better... Until now.
Their plan for the infinite foreseeable future is to continue on as a extraction state that sells off our primary resources for bottom dollar on the international market. Leaving our own people with the worst most dangerous
jobs, that lead to devastated eco-systems after boom and bust cycles that
have already littered the colonial territory with ghost towns and environmental catastrophes.
We see this type of selfish corporate behavior in many various industries:
where large corporations have pushed small local business out of their
profit margin and out of business. It has a similar effect on local economies.
For example: With massive clear-cut logging operations that sell all the
wood to China: There is only some local jobs; and the local economy is cut
out of manufacturing as china makes everything with our wood and sells it
back to us.
CONCLUSION:
To fix this economic, social, and technical problem: Means keeping the raw
material locally and producing our own goods from it; thereby multiplying
the amount of jobs available to local economy and extending the timeline
into the foreseeable future to create infinite returns on investments; and
continual restoration of a balanced cycle generating infinite creative abundance that continues to evolve by levels of phases.
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Community Reaction:

Locals:

The majority of people in Alberta,Canada, and the Crowsnest Pass
are not interested in the mine. People who live here now are here because
they appreciate nature and fresh air and clean water. Many will leave if the
mine is built.
The community is considering this fundamentally destructive resource extraction project because of potential economic benefit in the form of some local
coal mining jobs. Others who will benefit are corporate investors and china.
Some are interested in the aspect of the potential of working, regardless
health concerns.

Blackfoot Nation: Once again the people have not been allowed to consult

or vote on this major infrastructure project. Just like the Fracking of the
reserve; the bribe money has all been delivered and all the deals signed at
corporate executive levels. The people are not consulted in any meaningful
way, nor or are they allowed to vote on the infrastructure megaproject that
directly affects our land, lives; and well being of ourselves and future generations.
The provincial and federal government is required to get permission from the
indigenous nation whose traditional territory the project will take place in, for
a huge project like this: The indigenous nation official points of contact that
Canada recognizes is their own puppet government: That is the Corporate
Captured Chief and Council who are Puppets to the Canadian Government
and do whatever for bribe money. The people are told the only decision we
get to make is who the Dictator Chief is. This is the exact opposite of our ancient system that was a true bottom up democracy based on tiered
community councils.
We just had an election. It was a total display of a scam operation.
During the voting, the previous oil executive chief Roy Fox, who took the coal
mine bribe money was re-elected: Because their family pack forced their way
in to voting building, while others were made to wait outside in the cold because of covid. The people made a petition to vote again because so many
had to wait in line outside without getting to vote. No re-vote is happening;
and we are left with stories from previous years about how easy it is to hack
the tabulator voting devices; so that we have now had over 20 years straight
of a sitting trained oil executive as the corrupted chief of the reserve.

Observation: No matter whom it is: The elected reserve business chief has

continually allowed Canada to control them with corporate bribe dollars at
the expense of the lives and health of the living people: People that the captured Corporate Criminal Chief and Council claims to represent.
We The People recognize the elected reserve Chief is a trick position designed
by colonists to corrupt our leadership and give the Canadian government a
puppet dictator they use to force a ongoing policy of inter-generational
genocide and thievery of our people and resources.
This is a chronic problem of captured reserve communities across Canada, the
USA and Australia.
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History:
The Blackfoot have many historical records about this Ancient
Valley. This is where our Ancient Ancestor: The Supernatural
Giant Napi went when he finished terra-forming our traditional
territory with his super powers. He went to the top of Turtle
Mountain and disappeared into the entrance of the cave network
that was there.
After that and Prior to colonization: The crow and Blackfoot were
fighting amongst each other beside Turtle Mountain. During the
battle a boulder was released from the mountain that crushed
the main group of warriors fighting each other... The survivors all
stopped fighting and started to prey to Napi for forgiveness, and
carved hieroglyphics in the rock that say ‘Peace forever in this
valley, the sacred home of Napi.
When white people arrived, they were told not to camp near The
Mountain that Moves: Turtle Mountain: Because it is the home
of the ancient sacred Napi. But the whites did not listen, and
instead built the coal mining town of Frank directly nearby a coal
mine they made by digging into the bottom of the Turtle Mountain.
A Canadian university expedition sent a team of climbers into the
cave at the top of the mountain. Deep within the tunnel network
they discovered a pyramid carved out in the mountain; that
could only be explained according to Blackfoot oral history as
the chambers of Napi.
Soon after the Archeological Discovery of the Pyramid in the
Mountain that completely shattered the Bearing Strait Migration
Theory, the northeast face of the mountain, directly above the
coal mine came down upon the town of Frank, destroying the
coal mine and crushing the town in a huge boulder field visible
from space.
The entrance to the cave network at the top of the
mountain is now blocked by huge boulders and no one can go in
there anymore. No mention of the pyramid discovery was made
publically and all records of it have been hidden or deleted.
We have many reasons to believe that there is more of our ancient architecture hidden in the mountains in greater Cascadian
region; and in the Blackfoot Traditional Territory including
Crowsnest Pass: Architecture that proves we are a ancient advanced civilization; and disproves the Bearing Strait Migration
Theory; that goes hand in hand with The Doctrine of Discovery as
Genocidal Lies that perpetuate racism, disrespect and a confused
distorted version of history that is bold faced lies taught in public
schools and universities still to this day.
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E1EARTH
= EARTH1
PHASE 1-1 = EA
1
Mapping and Scanning Topography to Determine Primary Water Drill Locations.
+ 3D Scan for Archiological Evidence of Ancient Architecture Carved in The Mountains.

W1
= WOOD1
PHASE 2 = EA
EARTH
1
Make our own non toxic water pipes And well Casing from waste wood cellulose.
**make available/sell non toxic water pipe to commercial market**
Make New Power and Water Companies to lay new clean pipe infrastucture and provide
clean electricity to communities. (Rusty old pipes contaminate water.)

E2EARTH
= EARTH2
PHASE 1-2 = EA
1
Drilling for pressurized primary water: To spin medium scale hydro electric turbines: To
generate electricity and hydrogen for steel production.
Excess water and electricity can be re-routed to nearby homes, communities,
municipalities or maybe conditionally sold to the grid on a short term.
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See fig 1.1: The Primary Hydro-Electric Flowchart

HYDROGEN OXYGEN CARBON

STEEL

PHASE 3 = F1 FIRE 1
Build a medium scale Smelter, Foundry and Forge for local seel production.
Purchase materials necessary to make steel.
High effeciency furnaces combined with smoke stacks fitted with algae-bio-reactors and
or other C02 capturing methods so that 100% no air pollution is released from the
Smelter, Forge, or Foundry.

E3
= EARTH3
PHASE 1-3 = EA
EARTH
1
Analyse drill core samples for Rare Earth Elements.
Drill and/or Mine for our own rare earth elements and steel components to
make steel and stainlees steel.

PHASE 4 =

M1 = METAL1

Adaptable medium scale ore processing facility is built near the forge. Capable of
sorting coal and other minerals. Perpetuating its uselfullness by enabling adaptability.

We do not have to mine coal to get carbon for steel production
***steel can be made with carbon from coal gas by
inserting tubes into naturally existing coal deposits***
Mine using tunneling with drills and robots to minimize
dust contaminants and leave behind legacy architecture.
experiment with steel production -> buy other components
necessary for steel like iron.
Recycle metals, cars, gigantic wind turbines in Forge. Produce high grade steel, and
other useful metals; assess what metals and alloys we can produce. Make metal 3d
print material. Create marketable ingets of metals.
Steel = Iron + Carbon + chromium + nickel + silicon + manganese + nitrogen
stainless steel is made from largely recycled materials.
Oxygen for VOD (Vacuum Oxygen Reduction) to reduce carbon content if necessary.

how to forge super high grade and mythical steel grades?
PHASE 1-4 = E4 = EARTH4
Drill Super Deep to Find Rare Earth Mineral Rich Black Goo. Process into REM.

PHASE 5 =

W1
= WATER1
EARTH
1
EA

->Make our own medium scale water + power company to provide clean water + electricity
to small towns, Mills, Forges, and remote communities, taking them off grid:
-> Onto their own self reliant electric system that can be maintained locally and operates
independantly, made of one or more primary water wells drilled nearby the community or
industrial center. Lay new water piping system with pipe we make ourselves to replace
old rusty corroded metal pipes.

E5EARTH
= EARTH5
PHASE 1-5 = EA
1
At the End of the Cycle We Return to the Center.
Build a City // Cities in the Mountain.
Examine old mines for potention to be converted into a useful liveable productive
sub-terranean city. This will provide habitat for people and be a wonder of the world.
Explore the potential of mining in a way that leaves a legendary megalithic city behind.
*Utilize Mining Robots. That exist now and represent progress to the future rather than
going back in time to strip mine coal with archaic techniques.
Build our own: Cars, Jets, Vehicles, Computers, Robots, Transformers, Generators.
continue Mapping and Scanning Topography to Determine Primary Water and BG Drill Locations.
+ 3D Scan for Archiological Evidence of Ancient Architecture Carved in The Mountains.

To continue the Creation Cycle of the Heavenly Constellation of the 5 Elements:
1 : Go onto level 2 of Wood//W2
or
2: repeat cycle 1 in a new bio-region

Frequency Cracks the
Water Molecule to prepare it for electrolysis.
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